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Mirka is introducing  
a compact length brushless  
orbital sander with highly  
flexible sanding head. 

Reach closer.



The LEROS-S uses brushless motor technology for 

constant speed under load with no loss in efficiency 

under heavy pressure.

The new Mirka® LEROS-S 950CV is a compact length brushless sander with a highly flexible sanding head, 

designed for effortless sanding of large wood and composite surfaces in manufacturing. The LEROS-S is 

light, balanced and easy to handle, and its large sanding pad with a 5 mm random orbit makes it pos-

sible to work faster with a more even result, for a high surface finish quality. With two dedicated grip 

points, you have secure control of the sanding process – and when you need more reach, the LEROS-S 

can also be fitted with an extension.

Mirka® LEROS-S 950CV

Technical specifications Mirka® LEROS-S 950CV

Power input 350 W 

Speed 4,000–8,000 rpm 

Orbit 5.0 mm  

Noise level LpA 73 dB  

Vibration level < 2.5 m/s2 

Length 88 cm

Weight 3.2 kg

Size of pad 225 mm (24 holes)

Electric random orbital sander, 225mm

Reach closer with the new  
Mirka® LEROS-S 950CV.
Steady grip. Less than 3.2 kg. High flexibility. 



1Double fastening of interface for longer lifetime 
Equipped with the new pad using both screws and grip for interface fastening.  
Less need to buy replacement pad.

High flexibility of the sanding head 
Easier and more ergonomic to use

5 mm orbit movement  
Great surface finish and much easier to operate compared to rotary sanders  

Brushless motor technology 
Enables compact design and no need to change carbon brushes, less downtime.  
Constant speed under load, no loss in efficiency under heavy pressure .

Dual suction points 
To enable efficient dust-free sanding the shroud has two suction points.

Two dedicated grip points 
Ergonomic and secure grip for full control over sanding process .

Only 3.2 kg 
Easier and more ergonomic sanding requires less breaks and Improved productivity. 
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Technical features
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Mirka Ltd  
Finland

For contact information, 
please visit mirka.com

LEROS-S 950CV

The new LEROS-S is a sibling to the successful LEROS wall sander. The new LEROS-S features  
the well-known abilities of the LEROS, but in a shorter, even more easily handled length.

The well balanced LEROS-S with 2-handed ergonomic grips 
gives you full control and manouverability when sanding.  

The LEROS-S features dual suction points for dust removal, 
making sanding virtually dust-free. 
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